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in the meantime, sideswipe tried to convince starscream that he was no longer welcome on cybertron, but was assaulted by starscream. starscream then told him
that he was the autobot commander, and sideswipe told him to forget his past. sideswipe refused to kill starscream, but said that he couldn't guarantee the future.
starscream told sideswipe that he knew of a way to deal with megatron - the omega key, but that it was extremely dangerous. sideswipe, however, refused to take
it and sent starscream away. as starscream was about to leave, he saw sideswipe standing near the pillar. he begged for sideswipe to kill him for hurting bulkhead,

but sideswipe refused. he then told starscream that he could not betray megatron in this way, and that he had a mission to complete. hard knocks following the
mission, sideswipe finally let starscream leave cybertron. unwilling to trust starscream, sideswipe took the omega key to the nemesis for backup. unfortunately,
starscream took the opportunity to slay sideswipe. as starscream was about to leave, bulkhead stopped him, saying that he was the one who had betrayed the

autobots. as megatron entered the chamber, teletraan-1 activated the legendary omega supreme to fly it away. aware starscream had a better chance of escaping
omega's awakening, megatron ordered starscream and his seekers to down omega, in exchange for more dark energon. giving up on his attempt to give up his

addiction, starscream gleefully accepted and they successfully blew omega out of the sky, allowing the decepticons to retrieve the chamber and corrupt the core.
as cybertron became uninhabitable, the autobots left on the largest starship ever built - the ark . starscream left the planet with megatron as they gave pursuit on

trypticon, now a nemesis-class supercruiser. the two ships entered a space bridge, which separated the two ships to unknown parts of space.. exodus
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bumblebee and jazz arrived on cybertron, but the decepticons were already there. the autobot and decepticon leaders on cybertron decided to help both sides in
the war by putting the autobots under the command of the decepticons and the decepticons under the command of the autobots. sam and peter were able to stop
the war before it started when they defeated the real zeta prime. sam's new autobot friend, jazz, helped him to save his mother, lois, as well. sam, peter, and lois
were able to escape the decepticons' base as it began to self-destruct. sam and peter returned to earth, where they were met by bumblebee and jazz who were

both looking for sam and peter. with help from the autobots, sam and peter saved their home planet, cybertron. receiving the key and the red energon, megatron
was able to link his mind and body with the omega lock. he then reconstructed the omega lock and, as it was still in stasis, was able to take over a robotic

counterpart, which he named "megatronus" after the original. with this new, almost perfect megatronus, megatron proceeded to take a fleet of decepticons to
earth, in an attempt to take over the planet. as megatronus was still in stasis, he could not make the ship move, so he gave it a "jump" command. shortly after,

starscream came across the ship and confronted megatronus, only to be knocked out. the autobots managed to use the omega lock's power to return megatronus
to stasis. with the omega lock now in the hands of the autobots, the autobots were able to save the earth and stop megatronus from stealing the omega lock.

megatronus was then placed back in stasis, but not before stealing one of the omega keys. it was then revealed that starscream was the one who'd stolen the key
in the first place, and he gave it to megatronus to keep the decepticons from finding the omega lock. the autobots were able to track the omega lock to the moon,
where they were able to get a jump on the decepticons. their new powerful ironhide managed to knock starscream out. after a short fight, starscream's body was

taken away by other autobots, leaving starscream as a prisoner of the autobots. starscream was left behind on the moon while the autobots, now with a new
cybertron key, went to rescue the earth. the fallen starscream was then found by the nemesis crew, who took him to safety. back to the moon when optimus was

on earth, he was able to destroy megatronus and restore cybertron. optimus's autobots, including ironhide, began to rebuild cybertron, but found an autobot,
bulkhead, who was the only one who could not fit into the space bridge. on the nemesis, starscream escaped from prison and vowed to destroy the autobot, for

killing megatron. with this in mind, starscream hijacked the nemesis and was able to lure bulkhead to the bridge, where the autobot was captured. the decepticon
was then taken to the omega lock where he was forced to work on repairing it. using the red energon, starscream was able to make the nemesis move again, and
he used his psychic powers to force bulkhead to reveal what he was doing on the ship. with this information, starscream was able to reprogram the omega lock,

and use it to destroy the nemesis. still, starscream failed to get ahold of the omega key. the nemesis was then struck by a blast from the omega lock, destroying it
and taking the autobots with it. all that glitters 5ec8ef588b
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